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Abstract
This one hour workshop explores the concepts underpinning the development of the Koolbardi Bidi
Garden Learning Program. Using the natural world as a classroom, visitors of all ages are
encouraged to breathe, observe, record and wonder.
Printed and online resources share the many uses of local plants as traditional foods, medicines and
tools, and as art materials in the hands of contemporary artists. Garden signage encourages mindful
activities and simple engagement opportunities such as smelling a leaf, thinking like a magpie or
rubbing a flower on a page.
Two booklets created for the KB Learning Program will be provided to attendees. Participants of all
ages can respond to provocations in the Walking With Magpies journal, such as saying out loud a
few words from the Noongar word wall, or following a vine and imagining it wandering across their
page. The Six Seasons Journal invites participants to observe and record changes in weather, plant
and animal activity throughout the year, encouraging a deeper connection to the environment and
understanding of traditional Noongar culture.
In alignment with the Conference theme, a focus of the workshop will be on observing change – the
movement of shadows and what this tells us about time, weather and navigation; the seasonal
cycle and indicators of our six Noongar seasons. Through exploring these everyday observations,
noticing, questioning and analysing data, we inspire curiosity and encourage new ideas. We develop
a stronger connection to the environment and assign a greater value the complexity and fragility of
the ecosystems around us.
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